
Draft 
Minutes of the Meeting of Pett Village Hall Management Committee 
  
                               Monday 2nd July 2018  
  
Present: Tim Rothwell (Chair) Richard Smith (Treasurer) Carol Glasson, Helen Wilson Fran 
Pitts (Secretary) Mike Wilkins (Vice-Chair) 
In Attendance: Ray Barden, Lue Cooke, Richard Cooke, Phil Button, Eve Button, Judith 
Dean, David Clarke, Alan Kenworthy 
  
  
1.  Apologies : Carol Pecorini 
    TR welcomed those present to the meeting.  Ray Barden was warmly congratulated on 
    B.E.M. and thanked for his many years of service to the Village Hall. 
 
2.  Minutes of the Last Meeting of 4th June 2018 
     TR noted that Minutes are published in draft form on the Pett on the Net Website for  
     people to view. 
     The Minutes were agreed as a true record and signed as such by TR 
   
3.   Matters Arising 
      It was agreed that although the guttering joint at the front of the Hall was not an urgent 
      Issue, an eye would be kept on it. 
  
      Pest Control – RS and Ray Barden have met with the new contractor who will take over 
      in September. Notice has been given to the present contractor. The ant situation has  
      improved. 
 
       TR has spoken to Alan Farnes who will look at the ceiling lights before the next Meeting. 
 
4.   Chairman’s Report 
      TR expressed his thanks to past and present committee for their hard work and  
       reiterated his intention that the Committee would do all they could to deliver a good  
       service. 
 
      TR thanked MW for his work on the Charity Commission’s requirements to register new 
      Committee Members.This has now been completed. Information about existing  
      Committee Members has also been checked and updated. 
 
      MW noted that it is 10 months before the Annual Report needs to be forwarded and the  
      Charity Commission’s system will not be ready to receive it before August. 
 
      TP explained that the balance between raising money and the Charitable Aims of the  
      Committee was important and would be kept under review. 
 
      500 Club -  TR reported a drop in numbers for the 500 Club and reported that there  
      would be a stall at the Flower Show to help recruit new members. 
 
      Insurance – This is due for renewal in August. However, the process cannot begin until 
      30 days before the insurance is due which will be July 4th. RS is looking to get three  
      quotes and has a contact who will help with this.  
      It was agreed to ask for quotes both with and without the Badminton Club’s use of the  
      Hall. 
 
     Pett Village Gardens – TR declared an interest in this item as his was one of the Gardens      



     Opened for Charities. The Open Day raised a remarkable £7,000 of which £1400 was 
     Donated to the Village Hall. A letter of appreciation has been sent by the Committee. 
     Garden Holders are to meet shortly to discuss plans for next year. 
 
     TR invited FP to give details of the 1066 Community Coffee and Information initiative.  
     This offers advice to rural residents – free of charge – through a coffee and cake drop-in   
     which can be offered to village halls. It aims to reduce isolation and counter some of  
     the cuts to rural services which are currently taking place. Graham Hodgson from 1066 
     Community has accepted an invitation to the Committee Meeting on September 3rd. 
       
 
5.  Treasurer’s Report 
     RS presented a statement for 30/06/18 showing cash assets of £30,515. This is in-line  
     with our aim to keep a year’s takings in hand. 
     There are still one or two outstanding issues with the change of signatories and at    
     present 
     RS is not able to access all the bank details on line. However, this should improve. 
     Invoicing arrangements are working well. 
 
6.  Bookings Manager’s Report 
     TR noted that regular and one-off bookings can now be viewed on the website.  
     Private event details  are not identified. It is hoped that this will help users keep up to date 
     with what has been booked and TR intends to put up next year’s bookings towards the  
     end of the year. 
     The system appears to be working well – one-off bookings are coming in well and people 
     know who to contact. TR noted that there seems to be something on at the Hall every day  
     which is encouraging. 
 
     Big Village Lunch – in previous years WI have offered a voluntary contribution for use of  
     the Hall, rather than the normal fee. The previous Committee rightly felt it could not agree  
     this arrangement for the this year: however, following a discussion, the current 
     Committee is happy to continue the arrangement. It was proposed and agreed to 
     continue to accept a donation which last year was £100. 
 
7.   Hall Maintenance Report 
      Richard Cooke needs keys to the Hall – TR/RS to pass these to him. 
 
      Electricity Test sheets – copies needed. RS to pass copies. 
 
      Richard Cooke noted that the fire extinguisher was missing green tabs and pins  
      It will therefore need to be retested. 
      Blacklands Fire have the contract and the next service is due in November. 
      Phil Button has information and will pass it on. 
 
     Richard Cooke raised the issue of setting the Hall heating settings – this involves the 
     resetting of thermostats and clocks. It is usually done in September/October and needs to 
     take account of POPPS. 
     Ray Barden offered to show what to do in September and suggested it would be helpful  
     to  have more than one person who knows how to operate the heating controls.  
     RS offered to help. 
     It was noted that the operating the valves for the heating and the clock changing were  
     both quite complicated. 
   
     RS volunteered to deal with electrical testing, once a month 
     It was noted that CG had offered to be an emergency phone contact for the Hall and it  



     was agreed that the Committee would discuss this further 
 
     Richard Cooke requested the phone number for Booker and Best who deal with the  
     underfloor heating.  
 
 
8.   Public Time 
 
      TR explained that this is an opportunity to discuss items on or not on the agenda. 
      The Committee are wishing to work in an open way and will publish agenda 
      and draft minutes on the website. 
      Items can also be sent to FP in advance, if people wish to do so. 
       No matters were raised for discussion this evening. 
 
9.   WiFi 
      TR reported that David Penfold (Parish Council Chair) had raised this issue with him as 
      the Medical Practice, who use the Hall, would like to be able to access systems online. 
      TR suggested it might also be useful for speakers to access the internet during  
      presentations and that if we were able to offer WiFi as a facility it might attract people to  
      the Hall. Although there may be costs and some difficulties in setting it up, it might also  
      make the Hall a possible future venue for the Post Office. 
       
      Following a discussion it was established that some cabling was already in place, that a  
      connection fee of £120 had been previously quoted with a monthly fee of around £50. 
      Phil Button reported it had been felt that the outgoings were probably too high to be be 
      justified by any potential income generated. 
       
      TR felt it was something we should explore as something we could offer to the  
      community – perhaps linking in with the new community library. We would bear in mind  
      that we would need to set in place security and passwords. 
 
     MW felt it was an opportunity to offer a service to the community which may help to  
     justify any raised charges in the future. 
 
    TR said that the Committee will follow up the proposal. 
     Eve Button stated that Heather Godwin may have details about the previous enquiries  
     RS offered to follow this up. 
       
 
10. Website Page on Pett on the Net 
 
      TR apologised for an overloaded system which resulted in the Village Hall section  
      dropping out temporarily.This has now been fixed. If there any further problems please  
      let TR know. There appear to be no problems caused by the closure of the old website. 
 
11.   Fundraising 
 
      Craft Fair 24th November – bookings are coming in for this 
 
      Hallowe’en – it was agreed we would continue with this event. 
 
      We would be grateful for any ideas for the future – MW suggested we advertise events 
       in the Village News magazine 
 
      Quiz -  MW offered to speak to Peter and Jo Fenton to see if they were interested in  



      taking this on . Judith Dean offered to help - as part of a team. 
 
      Race Night – it was felt to be a good idea to hold this in February (2019) as other  
      commitments are lower in late winter. 
       
      Eve Button suggested we research a new MC for this as the previous provider was now  
      rather frail. It is possible to run the evening without an MC but does not raise so much 
      money. 
 
      Jumble Sale – this was felt to be a good idea and October the best time for it. 
      Lue Cooke offered to help and also to take the remaining stuff to the tip. 
 
12.  Any Other Business 
 
       Lue Cooke mentioned that the Hatch door in the Catherine Holman Room is not a good  
       Fit and needs new doors or shutters. 
       Richard Cooke offered to repair it. 
 
13.  Date of next meeting – August 6th 2018.  7.00pm 
  
       Meeting closed at 7.45pm 
  
      
  
  
 


